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FIRST STEP.
Investor coordinates with artist percentage of ownership.
In this example artwork ownership is 50 : 50.

Art fundraising through STO simply put;
is turning concept artwork into agreed number of puzzle pieces.
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Final Artwork is then put up for auction;
initial artwork owner(s) must relinquish all owernship to �nal buyer(s).
Sales is conducted through this platform with intermediary of curator and/or gallery/auction house.
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SECOND STEP.
Curator gives valuation of the �nal artwork to be published by auction house.
Investor may choose to sell share prior to auction. Bidding process starts.
In this example artwork value has become 3 folds after curator evaluation.
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After con�rmed �nal bid, shares and ownership are settled;
pro�ts are divided as according with ownership percentage.
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THIRD STEP.
Finalize settlemet and �nal buyer becomes owner of artwork.
In this example �nal buyer is only one party and artwork value has become 2 folds.
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INFOGRAPHIC | Art Purchase through STO’s (direct)
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FIRST STEP.
Price agreement between artwork and buyer(s).
In this example purchase is directly to artwork owner.

Direct art purchase through STO simply put;
is turning artwork into agreed number of puzzle pieces.
Sales is conducted through this platform with intermediary of curator and/or gallery.
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After con�rmed �nal bid, shares and ownership are settled;
payments are divided as according with ownership percentage.
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SECOND STEP.
Finalize settlement and artwork is treated based on prior agreement of �nal buyer(s).
In this example ownerships is divided evenly by 3 parties and price artwork has jumped 2 folds.
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INFOGRAPHIC | Art Purchase through STO’s (auction - multiparty)
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FIRST STEP.
Prior auction buyers must create a pool, determine pool parameters and appoint pool representative to take part in bidding.
Platform will provide bidders pool for unrelated buyers to commune and create a pool themselves.

Auction art purchase through STO simply put;
is buying puzzle pieces of a whole artwork.
Sales is conducted through this platform with intermediary of curator and/or gallery/auction house.
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Art Purchase through STO’s (auction - multiparty)
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STO’ed Artwork is then put up for auction;
initial artwork owner(s) must relinquish all ownership to �nal buyer(s).
Sales is conducted through this platform with intermediary of curator and/or gallery/auction house.

SECOND STEP.
Curator gives valuation of the STO’ed artwork to be published by auction house.
Bidding process starts.
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After con�rmed �nal bid, shares and ownership are settled;
payments are divided as according with ownership percentage.

THIRD STEP.
Finalize settlemet and �nal buyer(s) becomes owner of artwork.
In this example �nal buyer is Pool 2 with equal shares between 3 members and artwork value has become 2 folds.
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Art Purchase through STO’s (auction - multiparty) 
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INFOGRAPHIC | Art Purchase through NFT’s



FIRST STEP.
Artwork will be examined by specialized curator team and categorized.
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Art purchase through NFT simply put;
is replicating the traditional methods of art purchase in the digital realm.
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SECOND STEP.
Token is then sold on the platform online/o�ine.
Finalize settlemet and �nal buyer becomes owner of artwork.
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After con�rmed �nal bid, ownership is settled;
payments and ownership are transfered as according to agreement.
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Art Purchase through NFT’s
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INFOGRAPHIC | Stake Pool Operations
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FIRST STEP.
Mandatory for pro�ts/gains of minimum 3 folds and above
where 50% of funds is designated to a stake pool
with a monthly return of 8.3%.

SECOND STEP.
Funds generated from a speci�c artwork will be assigned to it
a speci�c developer, curator and corresponding artist.
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Stake Pool Operations
Stake Pool Operations simply put;
is depositing funds into a bank for a percentage of return.



INFOGRAPHIC | DeFi Lending



SECOND STEP.
All artwork will be assesed by specialized
curator team.

FIRST STEP.
All physical assest will be over-collateralized
at a rate of minimum 15%.
Phase I would focus on using art as collaterals.
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DeFi Lending simply put;
is using physical assets as collateral to take-out crypto loans.
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DeFi Lending


